
Vaucluse Challenge Rules 
 
1. Racing 
  
1.1 The Vaucluse Challenge will comprise two separate “legs” in each sailing season, on dates to be 

agreed at the start of the season. 
 

1.2 One leg will be hosted by DBSC and the other leg will be hosted by VYC, with the order to be 
agreed at the start of the season.  In the case of a southerly or similar breeze, the course will be 
set between Shark Island and Steel Point, regardless of who is hosting. 

 
1.3 Each leg will comprise two races of approximately 45 minutes (four races in total in the series), 

with the hosting club to decide the course layout and sequence. 
 

1.4 For each race, there will be separate starts for Standards and for combined Radials/4.7s.  If there 
are at least six 4.7s, including at least one from each club, there will be a separate 4.7 start.  The 
boats that are entitled to participate in a separate start are referred to as a “Starting Fleet”. 

 
1.5 At least one Vaucluse Challenge Race must be hosted by each club to constitute a series for the 

purposes of awarding trophies. 
 
2. Scoring 
 
2.1 There will be two elements to the scoring of the Vaucluse Challenge – overall order of finishing 

and age-based order of finishing.  The scoring rules are expressed in generalised terms.   
 

2.2 Overall order of finishing – in each race, the first n boats in each Starting Fleet from each club 
will be allocated a score of 1 to 2n in accordance with their relative order of finishing (regardless 
of their actual position in the finish), where n = the number of boats in that Starting Fleet from 
the club with the smallest fleet in that class, provided that n≤4. 

 
2.3 Age-based order of finishing – in each race, each Starting Fleet will be separated into aged-based 

“Scoring Divisions” and will be scored as follows: 
 

(a) In defining the Scoring Divisions, the available age-based classifications (“Classifications”) are 
“open” (which includes anyone under 35yo), “apprentice”, “master”, “GM”, “GGM” and 
“legend”, defined as per class rules; 

 
(b) Each Scoring Division must have at least six boats in total and at least one boat from each 

club participating in that race; 
 

(c) Starting with the youngest Classification and working upwards in age, if the number of boats 
in a given Classification does not meet the requirement in 2.3(b), those boats will be 
combined with boats in the next older Classification and so on, until the resulting Scoring 
Division meets the requirement in 2.3(b); 
 

(d) If the boats in the oldest Classification have not already been combined under 2.3(c), and 
the number of those boats does not meet the requirement in 2.3(b), those boats will be 
combined into the Scoring Division that includes the next younger Classification (even if that 
next younger Classification has already been combined with another); 
 



(e) Within each Scoring Division, the number of boats from each club to be counted for scoring 
purposes are the lesser of:  
 
(i) one third of the boats in that Scoring Division, rounded to the nearest whole 

number; and 
 

(ii) the number of boats in that Scoring Division from the club with the smallest number 
of boats in that Scoring Division; and 

 
(f) In each race, within each Scoring Division, the first m boats from each club will be allocated a 

score of 1 to 2m in accordance with their relative order of finishing within that Scoring 
Division (regardless of their actual position in the finish), where m = the number of boats 
calculated in accordance with 2.3(e). 

 
2.4 In each race, the score for each club will be the aggregate of: 
 

(a) The sum of the scores awarded to each boat from that club in each Starting Fleet in 
accordance with 2.2; and 

 
(b) The sum of the scores awarded to each boat from that club in each Scoring Division in 

accordance with 2.3. 
 
2.5 In determining the winner of the Vaucluse Challenge for a particular season, the scores for each 

club from each race will be aggregated, to provide an overall score for that club.  The club with 
the lowest overall score is the winner of the Vaucluse Challenge. 

 
3. Trophies 
 
3.1 There will be three perpetual trophies for the Vaucluse Challenge – the Vaucluse Challenge 

Shield (for the winning club), the Graham Reid Trophy (for the winning Standard) and the Dene 
Bergman Trophy (for the winning Radial). 
 

3.2 The winner of the Vaucluse Challenge Shield will be determined in accordance with 2.5. 
 

3.3 The winner of the Graham Reid Trophy will be the Standard sailor with the lowest aggregate 
score from all the Vaucluse Challenge Races sailed in that season, where the score for each sailor 
for each race will be the number equal to their actual finishing position in their Starting Fleet in 
that race. 

 
3.4 The winner of the Dene Bergman Trophy will be the Radial sailor with the lowest aggregate 

score from all the Vaucluse Challenge Races sailed in that season, where the score for each sailor 
for each race will be the number equal to their actual finishing position in their Starting Fleet in 
that race. 

 
3.5 The winner of each trophy will hold the trophy at their clubhouse from the date of the final race 

in a given season until the date of the final race in the following season. 
 

3.6 There will be no other trophies for the Vaucluse Challenge unless the clubs agree otherwise. 
 
 


